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PRICE LIST 

The images are intended for private client's use and may not be 

further commercialized. 

 

Children, babies.  

set 1  price: 1.800,- CZK 

3 pcs professionally treated and printed photographies + CD in full quality,  

 print 2x A5 + 1x A4 

set 2  price: 2.900,-Kč 

5 pcs professionally treated and printed photographies + CD in full quality,  

 print 4x A5 + 1x A4 

 

Partners & family photos.  

set 1  price: 1.900,- CZK 

3 pcs professionally treated and printed photographies + CD in full quality,  

 print 2x A5 + 1x A4 

set 2  price: 2.900,- CZK 

5 pcs professionally treated and printed photographies + CD in full quality,  

 print 4x A5 + 1x A4 

set 3  price: 4.500,- CZK 

8 pcs professionally treated and printed photographies + CD in full quality,  

 print 5x A5 + 3x A4 

 

 

Pregnancy.  

set 1  price: 1.900,- CZK 

3 pcs professionally treated and printed photographies + CD in full quality,  

print 2x A5 + 1x A4 

set 2  price: 3.400,- CZK 

5 pcs professionally treated and printed photographies + CD in full quality,  

print 4x A5 + 1x A4 
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Nude.  

set 1  price: 1.900,- CZK 

  3 pcs professionally treated and printed photographies + CD in full quality,  

  print 2x A5 + 1x A4 

set 2  price: 3.400,- CZK 

5 pcs professionally treated and printed photographies + CD in full quality,  

 print 4x A5 + 1x A4 

set 3  price: 4.500,- Kč 

  8 pcs professionally treated and printed photographies + CD in full quality, 

  print 5x A5 + 3x A4 

 

Weddings.  

 Individual extent on client's wish, price negotiable 

 Small  price: 4.500,- CZK 

photography 1,5 hours, 100 takes, CD in printing quality,  

 print 20 pcs size 13x19, adjustments 

 Basic  price: 8.000,- CZK 

photography 3 hours, 200-300 takes, DVD in printing quality,  

 print 40 pcs size 13x19, adjustments 

 Big  price: 11.000,- CZK 

photography 5 hours, 400-500 takes, DVD in printing quality,  

 print 50 pcs size 13x19, adjustments 

 Biggest price 16.500,- CZK 

photography no time bounds, DVD in printing quality,  

 print 60 pcs size 13x19, adjustments 

 

Other photographic services. Prices negotiable. 

Travel cost: 10,- CZK/km (exit out of Prague) 

I am not a VAT payer. 


